Asphalt Pavement Compaction Assessment Using Ground Penetrating Radar-Arrays
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Abstract
Air void content is a crucial parameter affecting long term pavement performance. Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) offers a nondestructive method of determining relative asphalt air void content cheaply, quickly, and over an entire project. Previous implementations of GPR for the determination of air void content, including demonstrations as part of a recent SHRP2 study, were mostly positive, but suggested the need for a testing protocol. To explore various survey methodologies, a large-scale case study was conducted on US HWY 52 in Minnesota using the Rolling Density Meter (RDM), a commercially available device developed specifically for air void analysis in asphalt pavements. The lessons learned from the SHRP2 studies and initial Minnesota pilot projects were used on a full coverage trial implementation. The full coverage trial allowed for determination of the potential of the technology for improved QA/QC and resulted in development of best practice recommendations. This paper illustrates information provided by the full coverage data and outlines recommendations related to survey coverage, data file standardization and organization, verification of location and GPR measurements, and a rigid core collection procedure. The application of these recommendations allow an RDM crew to collect valuable relative compaction data for real time feedback without interfering with paving operations or traffic closures. Additionally, core calibration can be performed after surveying to convert data to air void content and project data analysis can be used to determine the construction practices most crucial to achieving sufficient compaction.

INTRODUCTION

Compaction of asphalt concrete substantially affects its early deterioration and long term performance. Linden et al. estimated that each 1% increase in air voids over 7 percent causes an approximately 10 percent loss in pavement life [1]. Typical evaluations of asphalt compaction efforts include methods that are limited in coverage such as the nuclear density gage and destructive such as coring. This creates a need for nondestructive quality assurance methods that can collect data continuously. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) provides a non-destructive testing alternative that allows for walk-behind or vehicle mounted measurements [2-4]. There are also array systems that allow for multiple antenna pair measurements at set spacing which can improve data collection productivity and coverage [5-8].

Various impulse radar versions of ground penetrating radar have shown that the dielectric properties determined from the asphalt surface reflection amplitude corresponds with core
measured air void content [9-10]. Additionally, a step frequency array-based method improves the coverage and productivity of the measurements, making it an attractive alternative to current state-of-the-practice procedures [11]. While these studies showed the potential of new technology for improved quality assurance in selected locations, the focus of this study is on how full coverage implementation following the final roller could be utilized on a construction project. In the case of the step-frequency array system [11], these technologies can require intensive data processing from the frequency domain or can be cost prohibitive, while the single impulse array systems [9-10] do not provide necessary coverage for widespread implementation. The method presented in this study is based on a system that evolved from recent research conducted under a National Academies of Science sponsored Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP-2) [12]. The GPR equipment used in this study is called the rolling density meter (RDM), which uses similar antenna to that presented in [12], but also applied in a 3 channel array to obtain some of the benefits in coverage explained in [11] where multiple antenna pairs are used in each pass.

The dielectric values used for comparison with cores in this study followed the surface reflection method with a single air coupled bistatic antenna where the amplitude of the reflection when impulse is reflected at the air/asphalt interface, $A_0$, as compared to the incident amplitude (represented by the reflection from the metal plate), $A_i$. This can be used to determine the bulk dielectric constant of the asphalt, $\epsilon_r$, from each antenna pair, $i$, at the measurement location:

$$\epsilon_r = \left( \frac{1 + \frac{A_0}{A_i}}{1 - \frac{A_0}{A_i}} \right)^2$$  \[1\]

Since a higher proportion of air in the asphalt creates a lower electrical impedance mismatch, the dielectric constant can be empirically related to the relative ratio of pore volume for each specific asphalt mix using core calibration [9-13].

**LARGE COVERAGE STUDY RESULTS**

A seven-mile stretch of a mill and overlay project on Highway 52 (HWY 52) was used to investigate the potential of RDM technology. This project included 2 lanes where the inside lane was paved first, followed by the outside lane. This created a longitudinal joint with unconfined compaction on the inside lane side of the joint and confined compaction on the outside lane side of the joint. The entire project was scanned using the 3-channel RDM with a measurement of 30 scans per foot, resulting in over 40 scan-miles when accounting for multiple transverse passes within each 500 ft section. The faster rate of RDM data collection relative to paving operations allowed for multiple passes in predefined 500 ft sublots to be performed. Some patterns focused on joint or wheel path data while others were evenly distributed across the lane. Figure 1 shows the equipment used on-site to collect dielectric readings [A] prior to a 500 ft pass, and [B] during data collection moving behind the final roller compactor.
Forty cores taken along the 7 mile project final lift were used to develop a model relating RDM measurements to air void measurements using only core results matching the QA/QC criteria for AASHTO T 166. This model can be used to convert all RDM data to air void content along the survey length. The scatter in the model is not exclusively a function of the RDM accuracy in assessing relative air void content, but also of the precision of the “ground truth” core comparison. To put this uncertainty in perspective of previous studies and current Agency specifications, the scatter shown from Figure 1 referenced from NCHRP 531 and the current companion core bulk specific gravity, Gmb, MnDOT tolerances of +/-0.03 results should be noted [14]. The former shows scatter of up to 4% and bias increasing with increasing air voids for two AASHTO approved core measurements, while the latter accepted Gmb tolerance corresponds to a range of over 2% air void content difference in calculated air voids for the data collected in highway 52. It should also be noted that the AASHTO T 166 core measurements corresponding to all lower dielectrics (<5.1) under-predict the air void content. Considering the uncertainty of the currently accepted core measured air void content itself, obtaining better coverage such as those shown in this study using RDM to assess compaction efforts is critical.
Using the model shown in Figure 2, general comparisons of as-built air void content at different locations can be compared using histograms and general statistics using post-processing tools that categorize the data based on location and other characteristics. A comparison of the mainline of the inside lane, mainline of the outside lane, confined side of the joint, and unconfined side of the joint with over 5 RDM scan-miles of each category show that the unconfined side of the joint had the highest air voids (7.9%), followed by the confined side of the joint (7.4%), and mainline (6.6% and 6.5%, for the right and left lanes respectively). These types of comparisons give a good indication of the overall performance of the compaction efforts and as-constructed relative measures. As should be expected the mainline mat density performed better than the joint, with the unconfined side of the joint performing the worse overall.

The Highway 52 project included a change in roller pattern at several locations. Figure 3 shows roller pattern 2 in yellow and roller pattern 1 in green. Roller pattern 2 (see yellow curve) had a 0.22 dielectric increase as compared to roller pattern 1 (see green curve), which is equivalent to about 1.4% decrease as-built air void content. There were no randomly selected cores roller pattern 1 along this section. However, it can be observed that the drop in compaction indicated by the RDM occurred prior to roller pattern change (transition from yellow to green). There also
happened to be a randomly selected core at that location confirming the drop (94% air voids as compared to 95.8%, 95.7%, and 95.2%). The lack of randomly selected cores in some of these areas of interest should be noted along with the ability of the RDM to identify changes, as this is indicative of the lack of coverage provided by limited coring in assessing compaction efforts which also shows the value of having a full coverage method for assessment.

Figure 3. Experimental design comparison.

The coverage provided by RDM allows for comparison with other construction data such as thermal imaging to determine the most critical factors in achieving proper compaction. Figure 4 shows the example data from the transition from roller pattern 1 to roller pattern 2 after being imported into Intelligent Construction Software (VETA). The imported data can be compared to the thermal and other data to compare with pass counts of each roller, paver stops, and other factors that can be optimized to achieve higher as constructed density. The location of the high and low dielectric/compaction levels are displayed at the physical location where they were collected using the Minnesota virtual reference station (MnCORS) corrected GPS data with red indicating higher dielectric/compaction and blue indicating lower dielectric/compaction. The GPS mapping allows for flexibility in the testing patterns such as the swerving data shown in Figure 4. In this example, some locations where the dielectric value decreases correspond to the locations where the driver was on the shoulder, where fewer compaction passes are made. Also,
the transition from blue/green to yellow/red shows the increase in compaction shortly after the roller pattern was changed from type 1 to type 2.

Figure 4. Mapping the compaction results using the corrected GPS location.

RDM data can be used to provide feedback to the paving crew or for determination of most critical factors to achieving proper compaction. For example, relative compaction information from RDM measured dielectric data can be compared to roller speed and asphalt temperature as shown in figure 6. There are three results mapped in the same location including [A] RDM dielectrics was well as infrared scanner (IR) measured [B] paver speed, and [C] pavement temperature after placement. The approximately 300 ft stretch of pavement covers both lanes moving south from 1070+00 stationing. This stretch was selected since there were discrete differences in the RDM compaction results, which suggested there where some effects of changing construction operations or conditions. These differences are outlined in black boxes in Figure 5 and labeled 1 through 3. The following trends were observed in the RDM dielectric map:

1. Region 1 had the most compaction as indicated by higher dielectric readings shown in red (5.6-5.7) on the map.
2. Region 2 showed a decrease as compared to region 1 with lower dielectrics shown by mostly green/yellow/orange dielectrics (5.3-5.5)
3. Region 2 showed a gradual increase in compaction moving from mostly yellow (~5.4) in the North end up to orange/red (5.5-5.6) toward the South end of the region.

4. Region 3 was generally lower in compaction with mostly blue/green/yellow (5.2-5.4) dielectrics.

While increases or decreases in compaction is a result of many factors, the full map comparison with as-constructed data can provide insights as to some of the most critical reasons for different levels of compaction performance. For example, the paver speed data shown in [B] seems to be the main contributing factor to the lower compaction levels in region 3. Region 3 is consistently 40 to 49 ft/min in paving speed (shown in green), while the other regions are between 10 to 39 ft/min (orange/yellow/light green). The higher paving speed may contribute to the lower compaction for multiple reasons. For example, it can be more difficult to keep the rollers caught up and rolling at the specified pattern, speed, and pavement temperature for proper compaction when the paver is moving too fast. The pavement temperature data during placement given by IR seems to indicate one of the major causes of the trends observed in regions 1 and 2. The temperature data shows a very similar pattern to the difference in compaction between region 1 and region 2 as well as within region 2. Along these regions, the sections where the asphalt was placed around 275 to 299 degrees Fahrenheit (yellow) correspond to better compaction in region 1. The change to green (250 to 274 degrees Fahrenheit) in the beginning of region 2 corresponds to the lower compaction observed by the RDM. Further, the southern portion where the compaction started to improve shown in [A] corresponds to where the temperature shown in [C] also started to increase with some yellow spots in the South.

![Figure 5. Dielectric, Temperature and Roller Speed comparison](image-url)
CONCLUSIONS

Early deterioration and long term performance of asphalt pavements is highly affected by quality of compaction. A GPR-based rolling density meter, recently developed under SHRP 2 study, was used to conduct on-site continuous coverage of the relative compaction levels by mapping dielectric values (higher dielectric = higher compaction). The results of the trial implementation show the ability of the method to assess relative compaction levels nondestructively, and at a greater coverage and speed than traditional methods allow. By collecting data along the entire paved area, the conclusions can potentially be used as quality assurance of compaction efforts and to determine the most critical aspects of achieving improved as-built density in asphalt pavement construction through comparison with other performance measures and construction practice measurements. For implementation of this technology, a specification should be developed outlining the necessary steps that should be taken for the equipment to be approved for use. The RDM information that can be used for the following:

- Provide on-site feedback to contractor of high and low compaction locations that they can use as an input for QC operations
- As-built quality assurance of compaction uniformity
- Core air void results can be used to convert dielectric values to estimated air voids or relative density with continuous coverage.
- Assessments of the in-place compaction spatial variation and summary results using scatter plots, heat maps, histograms and general statistics
- RDM results can be cross-checked with IC, IR, and other data to determine the most critical factors in achieving higher density.
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